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Having received no response for weeks, all Democratic Members of the Committee sent a
letter to Chairman Trey Gowdy on January 29, 2018, requesting that he issue a subpoena to
finally compel DHS to produce these documents. Ifhe refused, the Members asked him to allow
all Committee Members to debate and vote on a motion to subpoena the Department for these
documents at the next regularly-scheduled business meeting. 5 Chairman Gowdy did not respond.
On February 2, 2018, Ranking Member Cummings and Vice Ranking Member Gerald E.
Connolly sent another letter to Chairman Gowdy renewing this request and asking for the
subpoena motion to be placed on the agenda for the Committee's business meeting on February
6, 2018. 6 Chairman Gowdy did not respond.
On the day of the Committee's business meeting, February 6, 2018, DHS provided
approximately 50 pages of documents with information about how Department officials learned
about the Russian-backed attacks and communicated with states. 7 Most of the production
consisted of publicly available documents. For example, DHS produced a Joint Analysis Report
with the FBI entitled "GRIZZLY STEPPE-Russian Malicious Cyber Activity." Although this
document was marked "For Official Use Only," DHS released this same document publicly more
than a year earlier. 8
The Trump Administration's response has been woefully inadequate. While there have
been classified and unclassified briefings about these Russian-backed attacks, including a
classified staff briefing scheduled for this week, we have not received all relevant classified
documents about these attacks. We recognize that it is possible that some of these documents
fall outside DHS 's control. In that case, we would expect DHS to consult with the Intelligence
Community or other interagency partners to ensure that we obtain the documents we have
requested.
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